Hereditary spastic paraplegias are a heterogeneous group of neurodegenerative disorders, clinically classified in pure and complex forms. Genetically, more than 70 different forms of spastic paraplegias have been characterized. A subgroup of complicate recessive forms has been distinguished for the presence of thin corpus callosum and white matter lesions at brain imaging. This group includes several genetic entities, but most of the cases are caused by mutations in the KIAA1840 (SPG11) and ZFYVE26 genes (SPG15). We studied a cohort of 61 consecutive patients with complicated spastic paraplegias, presenting at least one of the following features: mental retardation, thin corpus callosum and/or white matter lesions. DNA samples were screened for mutations in the SPG11/ KIAA1840, SPG15/ZFYVE26, SPG21/ACP33, SPG35/FA2H, SPG48/AP5Z1 and SPG54/DDHD2 genes by direct sequencing. Sequence variants were found in 30 of 61 cases: 16 patients carried SPG11/KIAA1840 gene variants (26.2%), nine patients carried SPG15/ ZFYVE26 variants (14.8%), three patients SPG35/FA2H (5%), and two patients carried SPG48/AP5Z1 gene variants (3%). Mean age at onset was similar in patients with SPG11 and with SPG15 (range 11-36), and the phenotype was mostly indistinguishable. Extrapyramidal signs were observed only in patients with SPG15, and epilepsy in three subjects with SPG11. Motor axonal neuropathy was found in 60% of cases with SPG11 and 70% of cases with SPG15. Subjects with SPG35 had intellectual impairment, spastic paraplegia, thin corpus callosum, white matter hyperintensities, and cerebellar atrophy. Two families had a late-onset presentation, and none had signs of brain iron accumulation. The patients with SPG48 were a 5-year-old child, homozygous for a missense SPG48/ AP5Z1 variant, and a 51-year-old female, carrying two different nonsense variants. Both patients had intellectual deficits, thin corpus callosum and white matter lesions. None of the cases in our cohort carried mutations in the SPG21/ACP33 and SPG54/DDH2H genes. Our study confirms that the phenotype of patients with SPG11 and with SPG15 is homogeneous, whereas cases with SPG35 and with SPG48 cases present overlapping features, and a broader clinical spectrum. The large group of non-diagnosed subjects (51%) suggests further genetic heterogeneity. The observation of common clinical features in association with defects in different causative genes, suggest a general vulnerability of the corticospinal tract axons to a wide spectrum of cellular alterations.
Introduction
Hereditary spastic paraplegias (SPGs) are clinically and genetically heterogeneous diseases, classified in 'pure' and 'complicated' forms. Pure hereditary SPGs present progressive spasticity and weakness of the lower limbs often associated with mild sensory abnormalities, urinary dysfunctions, and pes cavus (Harding, 1983) . Complicated forms encompass the previous clinical features associated with a large variety of additional neurological and nonneurological manifestations including cerebellar signs, amyotrophy, peripheral neuropathy, optic atrophy, cognitive decline, deafness, retinopathy or cataract (Harding, 1983; Finsterer et al., 2012; Fink, 2013) . The age at onset is extremely variable and both early and late-onset conditions are observed. Genetic classification includes the type of transmission (autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive and X-linked), and the number of locus/gene identified. To date, 470 spastic paraplegia loci have been classified (SPG1-71), and for $50 forms the causative genes have also been identified (Schü le and Schö ls, 2011; Finsterer et al., 2012; Fink, 2013; Novarino et al., 2014) .
Autosomal dominant paraplegias are mainly characterized by pure phenotypes, and $40-50% of cases are caused by mutations in the SPAST gene (SPG4). Other common autosomal dominant paraplegias are SPG3A/ATL1 (10% of cases) and SPG31/REEP1 (5%) (Finsterer et al., 2012) . The autosomal recessive hereditary SPGs are often associated with complex phenotypes, and one of the most frequent forms is caused by mutations in the SPG11/ KIAA1840 gene Pippucci et al., 2009; Schü le and Schö ls, 2011; Finsterer et al., 2012) .
The phenotype of patients with SPG11 is characterized by an early onset progressive spastic paraparesis, mental deterioration, peripheral nerve involvement, and by the presence, at neuroradiological examination, of extremely thin corpus callosum and periventricular white matter abnormalities. These clinical and radiological features, initially recognized in Japanese families (Nakamura et al., 1995) , were supposed to be distinguishing for this genetic subtype, and the newly identified protein, encoded by the KIAA1840 gene, was called 'spatacsin' (SPAsticity with Thin or Atrophied Corpus callosum SYNdrome; Stevanin et al., 2007) . Subsequent genetic studies showed that this phenotype was associated with a great genetic heterogeneity, and several other autosomal recessive SPG loci and genes were identified. The second most common genotype associated with autosomal recessive hereditary SPG with thin corpus callosum and white matter lesions is SPG15, caused by mutations in ZFYVE26 gene encoding spastizin (Hanein et al., 2008) . Several patients with SPG15, from different ethnic backgrounds, have been described, and their clinical presentation may include pigmentary maculopathy, cerebellar signs and dystal amyotrophy Schü le et al., 2009) .
Both thin corpus callosum and white matter abnormalities have also been observed in a few patients with SPG21/ACP33 (Simpson et al., 2003) , SPG47/AP4B1 (Abou Jamra et al., 2011) and SPG54/DDHD2 gene mutations (Schuurs-Hoeijmakers et al., 2012) . Complex hereditary SPGs with white matter lesions have been described in SPG35/FA2H (Dick et al., 2010; Pierson et al., 2012) , and SPG48/AP5Z1 genetic subtypes (Slabicki et al., 2010; Finsterer et al., 2012; Fink, 2013) .
The variability in clinical phenotype and the vast genetic heterogeneity make it difficult to perform an efficient diagnostic procedure for this group of hereditary SPGs or to determine 'a priori' which gene is likely to be mutated in a given family or patient. For most of the recently identified genotypes, only limited clinical and molecular descriptions are available, and their frequencies among the group of the complicated autosomal recessive hereditary SPG forms still need to be precisely determined. In this study we performed an extensive molecular screening in six of the genes causing complicated autosomal recessive SPGs with thin corpus callosum and/or white matter lesions abnormalities (SPG11, SPG15, SPG21, SPG35, SPG48 and SPG54). Our aims were to diagnose a large cohort of patients with hereditary SPG, and to compare molecular findings, clinical characteristics, and relative frequencies of these hereditary conditions.
Materials and methods

Patients
We studied a cohort of 61 consecutive unrelated patients with complicated hereditary SPG referred to our centre for clinical evaluation and genetic testing. Inclusion criteria were progressive spastic paraplegia and at least one of the following clinical and radiological features: cognitive impairment, thin corpus callosum, and white matter lesions. Subjects with autosomal dominant family history were excluded. Age at onset was based on the first motor symptom, such as leg stiffness, gait unsteadiness or frequent falls. Patients underwent neurological examination, and standard 1.5 T MRI brain imaging. The subjects with SPG35 underwent a second structural imaging brain MRI, including the following sequences: 3D sagittal T 1 turbo field echo, axial T 2 turbo spin echo, axial and coronal FLAIR, axial T 2 fast field echo (yielding T 2 *-weighted images). Neurophysiological assessments included electroneuronography, EMG and multimodal evoked potentials. Detailed neurophysiological methods are described in the Supplementary material.
Molecular analyses
Genomic DNA was extracted from venous peripheral blood lymphocytes, according to a standard phenol-chloroform procedure. Written informed consent for DNA analyses were obtained from all patients and family members. DNA samples from all the patients were initially screened for mutations in the SPG11/KIAA1840 (exons 1-40), and SPG15/ZFYVE26 (exons 1-42) genes. The negative cases were further screened for mutations in the SPG21/ACP33 (exons 1-8), SPG35/ FA2H (exons 1-7), SPG48/AP5Z1 (exons 1-17) and SPG54/DDHD2 (exons 1-18) genes (Fig. 1) . Exons and intron-exon boundaries were analysed by direct sequence analysis using an automated sequencing system (ABI 3130 XL). The primers are available on request. Patients carrying heterozygous sequence variants were also screened for exon deletion or duplication by multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA, for SPG11/KIAA1840 gene), or by real-time PCR (for SPG35/FA2H and SPG48/AP5Z1 genes). MLPA was performed using the SALSA MLPA kit P306-A1 1 (MRC). Real-time PCR was performed on 7300-Real-Time PCR System Instrument (Applied Biosystems), with Fast-Start Universal SYBR Green Master (ROX, Roche).
Nucleotides and amino acid residues were numbered according to the reference gene sequence of the transcript GenBank (NCBI): SPG11 (Homo sapiens NM_025137.3); SPG15 (NM_015346.3); SPG21 (NM_016630.3); SPG35 (NM_024306.4); SPG48 (NM_014855.2); and SPG54 (NM_001164232.1). Sequence variations and predicted protein changes were described according to nomenclature recommendations (den Dunnen and Antonarakis, 2000) . Segregation of genetic variants and compound heterozygosity or homozygosity was demonstrated through validation in all available family members. Frequencies of novel missense variants were determined by direct sequencing in at least 228 chromosomes from unrelated healthy Italian controls. In silico analyses of missense variants were performed using PolyPhen-2 [Human Diversity (HumDiv) and Human Variation (HumVar) prediction models, http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/], and SIFT prediction test (http://sift.jcvi.org/). The Human Gene Mutation Database (http://www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/ac/index.php), the NCBI dbSNP132ver (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/SNP/) and the Exome Variant Server of the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute Exome Sequencing Project (http://evs.gs.washington. edu/EVS/) were examined for single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and minor allele frequency (MAF).
Results
Sixty-one patients were included in the study (58 Italian, two from Morocco, and one from Chile). The majority presented mental retardation or cognitive deterioration (89%); 80% had brain white matter alterations; 79% thin corpus callosum; and 42% peripheral neuropathy. The mean age at examination was 27 AE 11 years (range 5-57 years). Forty-nine were sporadic cases, and 12 had a family history compatible with autosomal recessive inheritance.
A final genetic diagnosis was established in 30 index cases (49%): 16 patients carried SPG11/KIAA1840 gene variants, nine patients SPG15/ZFYVE26, three patients SPG35/FA2H, and two patients SPG48/AP5Z1 gene variants (Fig. 1) . None of the examined cases carried mutations in the SPG21/ACP33 and in the SPG54/DDH2H genes. Genetic variants identified in this study are described in Tables 1-3. Principal clinical features are summarized in Table 4 .
The 31 undiagnosed patients had ages at onset and clinical findings similar to the genetically diagnosed subjects (mean age at onset 15.2 AE 10.9, range 1-47 years). Progressive lower limb spasticity was associated with mental retardation, thin corpus callosum and white matter in 12 of 31 patients, and six of them had peripheral neuropathy. Nine cases had mental retardation associated with either thin corpus callosum or white matter lesions (29%), and the remaining negative cases had spasticity plus thin corpus callosum or white matter lesions, variably associated with peripheral neuropathy (eight cases), epilepsy (four), cerebellar atrophy (four), and retinopathy (two). In all negative cases, mutations in SPG4/SPAST and in SPG7/SPG7 genes were excluded (Casari et al., 1998; Hazan et al., 1999) .
Spastic paraplegia 11 Molecular findings
Twenty-two SPG11/KIAA1840 different variants were identified: 14 were novel, and eight were previously reported (Del Bo et al., 2007; Hehr et al., 2007; Stevanin et al., 2007 Stevanin et al., , 2008 Boukhris et al., 2008; Liao et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2008; Crimella et al., 2009; Denora et al., 2009a; Schü le et al., 2009) (Table  1 ). The majority of the novel variants predicted the truncation of the SPG11 protein and a consequent loss of function mechanism. Only two missense variants were identified: the p.Asn169Ile (c.506A4T), and the p.Gln2333Arg (c.6998A4G). The patient with the p.Asn169Ile missense variant (Patient 803), also carried the splice-site variant c.258-2A4C, previously described in another SPG11 case (Schü le et al., 2009) . The patient with the missense p.Gln2333Arg, carried the p.Arg651* nonsense mutation on the second allele . These novel missense variations involved well-conserved amino acids in other vertebrates ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ), were not reported as SNPs (according to Human Gene Mutation Database, NCBI-dbSNP132ver and Exome Variant Server databases), and were not found in healthy Italian controls. In silico analyses predicted both the mutations as probably damaging: scores for p.Asn169Ile were 1.000 (PolyPhen-2-HumDiv), 0.991 (PolyPhen-2-HumVar), and 0 (SIFT). For p.Gln2333Arg scores were 1.000 (HumDiv), 0.999 (HumVar) and 0.01 (SIFT). Splice site prediction analysis (Mutation T@sting and Alternative Splice Site Predictor) indicated that the p.Gln2333Arg could cause an alteration of the normal splicing by abolishing the physiological acceptor site.
In addition, we found frequent SPG11 gene polymorphisms, previously reported in the literature, (dbSNP rs3759875, p.Phe463Ser, and dbSNP rs3759873, p.Tyr2341Tyr) , and sequence changes already described in the exome variant database: c.1108G4A (p.Glu370Lys, rs77697105), c.2083G4A (p.Ala695Thr, rs78183930), and c.3037A4G (p.Lys1013Glu, rs111347025). The frequencies of these latter variants range from 0.98 to 1.5% in control populations and are likely to be polymorphisms.
We used these intragenic SNPs to recognize possible common haplotypes in the patients sharing the same mutation. The novel p.Trp221* was present in two unrelated patients (Patients 1518 and 846), both inheriting the variant from the heterozygous fathers (Table 1 ). In one case the mutation was transmitted in association with p.Phe463Ser and the p.Tyr2341Tyr polymorphisms, whereas no polymorphisms were present in the other family. In two families with the p.Arg651*mutation (Patients 1804 and 2055) no known polymorphisms were found, and haplotype analysis was performed using four markers in linkage with the SPG11 gene (RH79982, SGC33828, STS-T97010, D15S1325). Also in these cases the alleles carrying the p.Arg651* variant showed different haplotypes in the patients, suggesting the presence of multiple ancestors and the possibility of a mutational hot-spot. This finding is consistent with previous studies describing different haplotypes associated with this recurrent mutation (Hehr et al., 2007; Stevanin et al., 2008; Denora et al., 2009a) . In two families carrying the recurrent p.Asp402Ilefs*13 variant (Families 1288 and 347), SNPs analysis was not informative (Table 1) .
Finally, we identified two rare SPG11 variants: the c.6224A4G (p.Asn2075Ser, rs140824939, MAF of 0.36%), and the c.6157G4A (p.Val2053Met, rs149003934, MAF of 0.023%). The patient carrying the first variant did not present other SPG11 pathogenic mutations, and thus was classified as a SPG11-negative case. The patient carrying the p.Val2053Met variant, also carried in homozygous form the c.733_734delAT mutation (p.Met245Valfs*2), as previously reported in another Italian SPG11 case (Del Bo et al., 2007) . This finding confirms that the p.Val2053Met has not a pathogenic role for the SPG11 disease, but it represents, in Italian descents, a variant in linkage disequilibrium with the frame shift c.733_734delAT mutation. The p.Met245Valfs*2 mutation has been reported in other SPG11 families from various geographical origin and with different haplotypes (Denora et al., 2009a) .
Clinical features
Clinical characteristics of the patients with SPG11 are summarized in Table 4 . All patients with SPG11 belong to newly diagnosed Italian families, except one [DNA code of Family 347, previously described by Stevanin et al. (2007) , Family PE, in the early stage of the disease]. The majority of the cases (12 of 16 patients) presented signs of cognitive impairment several years before the recognition of movement dysfunctions. Nine patients presented moderate to severe cognitive decline (IQ range 55-72), and seven cases had an IQ score within the normal range, but presented deficit in memory and in calculation tests. No extrapyramidal signs were observed, 50% had pes cavus, and 36% had nystagmus and mild limb dysmetria.
Electroneuronography assessments showed normal or only mildly reduced sensory and motor conduction velocities, whereas $25% of cases had signs of axonal, sensory and motor, neuropathy. EMG studies revealed chronic neurogenic alterations in the majority of the patients (62% at lower limbs, 33% at upper limbs). Moderate to severe spontaneous activity was detected in $20% of cases at lower limbs ( Fig. 2A and Supplementary  Table 1) .
Motor evoked potentials showed increased central conduction time and/or reduced amplitude in 90% of patients at lower limbs, and in 10% of cases at upper limbs. Sensory evoked potentials were altered at lower limbs (62% of cases). Visual evoked Fig. 1A ).
c.130delC
p.Arg44Glyfs*13 Patient 906 Homoz Consanguineous parents originating from Sicily, both tested heterozygous. Previously described in different subjects (Del Bo, 2007; Hehr et al.,2007; Stevanin et al., 2007 Stevanin et al., , 2008 ; Boukhris et al., 2008; Liao et al., 2008; Denora et al., 2009a) . In Italian patients this mutation is associated with p.Val2053Met variant (see text).
c.1203delA
p.Asp402Ilefs*13
Frameshift exon 6 Patient 1288 ComHet Previosuly described in Italian patients Denora et al., 2009a (Denora et al., 2009a) .
Patient 965 ComHet See comment above for the same patient.
(continued) potentials showed moderate abnormalities in 28% of cases, whereas brainstem auditory evoked potentials were normal in the all examined patients ( Fig. 2B and Supplementary Table 2) . None of the patients complained of decreased visual acuity. Electroretinogram was performed in eight patients, and in three cases the scotopic and photopic responses were found decreased in amplitude, but with latency times within the normal range. Brain MRI showed in all cases a moderate to severe thin corpus callosum, particularly evident in the anterior portion with relatively preserved or only mildly reduced volume of the splenium. White matter hyperintensity was diffuse in the frontal horns and in the peritrigonal regions in 82% of cases; and in 18% it was visible only in the region of the frontal horns ('ears of the lynx' shape). Mild to severe enlargement of the lateral ventricles and of the cerebral sulci was observed in 81%, and mild reduction of the cerebral white matter in 82%. Cerebellum, brainstem and cervical part of the spinal cord were normal (Fig. 3A-C) .
Spastic paraplegia 15 Molecular findings
Nine unrelated patients carried mutations in the SPG15/ZFYVE26 gene (Table 2) . Three apparently unrelated sporadic cases carried the same nonsense p.Gln752* mutation (c.2254C4T). Family history reveals that these patients (Patients 730, 930, 688; Table 2 ) originated from the same geographical area in southern Italy, suggesting the possibility of a founder effect mechanism. This hypothesis was also supported by the finding, in all three patients, of a novel synonymous substitution p.Glu245Glu (c.735G4A), not present in other SPG15 patients or in control population, and likely in linkage dysequilibrium with the p.Gln752* mutation (Table 2) . One patient was homozygous for a novel missense variant, p.Ile508Asn, also present, in homozygous forms, in the affected sister. The variant was absent in 540 control chromosomes from Italian control subjects and in SNP databases ( Supplementary Fig. 1B) . In silico analyses predicted the p.Ile508Asn missense variant as possibly damaging (PolyPhen-2 scores, HumDiv and HumVar, 0.925 and 0.667, respectively; and SIFT score 0) ( Supplementary Fig. 1B) . One compound heterozygote patient (Patient 1256, Table 2 ) carried a novel nonsense mutation (p.Gln491*, c.1471C4T) and a trinucleotide deletion, causing an in-frame skipping of a single amino acid codon for lysine. The second compound heterozygote patient (Patient SLA766) carried a truncation mutation (c.1730delA + c.1731C4T, p.Asn577Ilefs*36), and the nonsense p.Ser1312* mutation (Table 2) .
Finally, we identified several previously reported SPG15/ ZFYVE26 nucleotide changes causing synonymous substitutions (p.Pro704Pro, p.Leu853Leu, p.Pro1070Pro, p.Leu1253Leu), or single amino acid changes (p.Pro1103Leu, p.Arg1241Gln, p.Cys1457Tyr, p.Asn1891Ser, and p.Ser1893Ile) (MAF ranging from 0.007 to 0.94%).
Clinical features
Clinical characteristics of the SPG15 patients are summarized in Table 4 . Motor symptoms were noticed in the second decade of Fig.1A ).
c. 7152 Novel variants are highlighted in bold. # Zygosity status: Homoz = homozygous; ComHet = compound heterozygous. § = references for previously described SPG11/KIAA1840 mutations. Family analysis: one affected sister was also homozygous for this mutation, and both healthy parents were heterozygous ( Supplementary Fig. 1B Supplementary Fig. 1D) life, and were always preceded by cognitive impairment (mental retardation in seven patients, and learning difficulties in two patients). None of our patients with SPG15 complained of decreased visual acuity, formal ocular examination did not reveal retinal changes, whereas electroretinogram showed mild signs of retinal degeneration in one case. Four subjects presented bradykinesia and rigidity at upper limbs. Complete neurophysiological assessments were performed in seven patients with SPG15. All patients had normal or mildly reduced sensory and motor nerve conduction velocities. Reduced sensory amplitudes were found only at lower limbs (28% of cases). Axonal motor neuropathy was detected in 25% of the case at upper limbs, and in 42% at lower limbs. EMG studies revealed chronic neurogenic alterations in the majority of the cases, equally involving upper and lower limbs (71%), and severe spontaneous muscle activity in 28% of case (at four limbs) ( Fig. 2A and Supplementary Table 1) . Motor evoked potentials showed severe abnormalities, both at upper and lower limbs, in 83% of cases. Sensory evoked potentials were predominantly altered at lower limbs (80% of cases), and only mildly affected at upper limbs (20%). Electroretinogram was performed in four patients, and visual evoked potentials showed moderate abnormalities in three cases, whereas brainstem auditory evoked potentials were normal in all examined patients (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Table 2 ).
Brain MRI showed severe thinning of anterior portion of the corpus callosum, and mild thinning of the splenium region. White matter hyperintensity was always present. In four cases white matter hyperintensity was localized in the frontal horns ('ears of the lynx' shape), and in the remaining cases was diffuse in the frontal horns and in the peritrigonal regions. Mild to severe enlargement of the lateral ventricles and cerebral sulci was observed in all cases, and mild diffuse reduction of the cerebral white matter in four patients. Mild atrophy in the cerebellar culmen was observed in three cases, and in one mild brainstem atrophy was present (Fig. 3D-F) . 
Spastic paraplegia 35
We found two SPG35/FA2H missense variants (p.Tyr34Cys and p.Thr207Met) in a compound heterozygous subject presenting leg spasticity at the age of 32, and subsequently developing severe paraparesis and progressive dementia (at age 40) (Table 3) . This patient had one brother with similar clinical characteristics and disease progression. Segregation analysis in the family showed that both affected siblings had the same genotype, whereas the mother and one unaffected brother were heterozygous for one of the two mutations ( Supplementary Fig. 1C ). In both affected individuals, brain MRI showed a severe enlargement of the lateral ventricles and of the cerebral sulci, extremely thin corpus callosum, diffuse white matter hyperintensity in the centrum semiovale, severe cerebellar atrophy, both of the vermis and cerebellar hemispheres, and no sign of iron accumulation (Fig. 3G-I and Table 4 ). The second SPG35 diagnosed patient was a 19-year-old male, from Morocco, carrying the novel missense p.Gly46Asp (c.137G4A) variant in homozygous form. His consanguineous parents (first cousins) and two siblings were unaffected ( Supplementary Fig.1C ). The patient presented mental retardation and gait difficulties since the age of 4 years. At latest examination, he presented moderate cognitive impairment (IQ = 51), mild ophthalmoparesis in the vertical gaze, spastic gait, mildly increased muscle tone at lower limbs, increased deep tendon reflexes with ankle clonus, and Babinski sign. Brain MRI showed a slight enlargement of the lateral ventricles and sulci, mild hyperintensity of the periventricular white matter, and mild diffuse cerebellar atrophy and thin corpus callosum. Electroneuronography was normal, and no spontaneous muscle activity was detected. Motor evoked potentials were altered at lower limbs in all three subjects. Bilateral Visual Evoked Potentials (VEP) alterations were found in one patient, and mild sensorineural hearing loss in two cases. Finally, we identified a putative nonsense heterozygous FA2H gene mutation, c.677G4A (p.Trp226*), in a 57-year old female, presented late-onset progressive spastic paraparesis, moderate cognitive deficit, ophthalmoplegia in the vertical gaze, and saccadic pursuit eye movement in the horizontal gaze (Table 4 ). Brain MRI findings were similar to those described in the first two patients.
Spastic paraplegia 48
Sequence analysis of the SPG48/AP5Z1 gene revealed the presence two nonsense genetic variants p.Trp441* and p.Arg138* in a compound heterozygous patient of Italian origin, and a missense variant, p.Arg206Trp, in a homozygous patient originating from Morocco (Table 3) .
The first patient was a 51-year-old female with adult onset slowly progressive spastic paraplegia, wide-based gait, mild dysmetria at upper limbs and urinary incontinence. No cognitive deficit was observed. Motor Evoked Potentials (MEP) showed severe abnormalities at lower limbs, whereas electroneuronography and EMG examinations were normal. Brain MRI showed severe thin corpus callosum in the anterior part (splenium appeared normal), and mild white matter hyperintensity at the frontal horns of the lateral ventricles ( Fig. 3L-N) . Cerebral ventricles, sulci, cerebellum, and brainstem were normal.
The second patient, homozygous for the missense variant p.Arg206Trp (HumDiv = 1; HumVar = 0.976), had consanguineous parents, and presented since the first year of life with mild psychomotor delay and walking abnormalities (tiptoes gait). First observation, at age 3, showed spastic paraparesis, and mild mental retardation. Visual Evoked Potentials (VEP), electroretinogram, electroneuronography and EMG examinations were normal. Brain MRI showed mild thin corpus callosum only at the isthmus part, and mild white matter periventricular hyperintensities. At the age of 7 years, clinical features and neuroradiological imaging were unchanged. Neurocognitive evaluation confirmed mild intellectual impairment (IQ score = 62).
We also identified three novel missense SPG48/AP5Z1 gene variants: p.Arg110Trp (c.328C4T), p.Arg179Trp (c.535C4T), p.Tyr779Asn (c.2335T4A), and one synonymous variant p.Gly378Gly (c.1134G4T) in heterozygous patients, in whom exon deletion or duplication were excluded. In silico analyses predicted a possible or probable damaging effect on the protein, but a final genetic diagnosis in these patients was not achieved.
Discussion
In this study we describe and compare clinical and genetic features of a large series of patients with SPG11 and with SPG15, and additional cases associated with SPG35/FA2H, and SPG48/ AP5Z1 gene mutations. We started to genetically characterize our patients after the identification of the SPG11/KIAA1840 and SPG15/ZFYVE26 genes Hanein et al., 2008) . Subsequently, in parallel with the discovery of other SPG genes responsible for autosomal recessive hereditary SPG with the thin corpus callosum phenotype, we continued screening our undiagnosed cases.
In agreement with literature data, we found that SPG11 was the most frequent genotype, accounting for 26.2% of our cases; and the SPG15 was second most frequent form with 14.8% of the diagnosed cases (Elleuch et al., 2007; Denora et al., 2009b; Goizet et al., 2009) . The majority of the SPG11/KIAA1840 and SPG15/ ZFYVE26 genetic variants predict the truncation of the corresponding proteins, thus confirming a predominant loss-of-function mechanism. Missense pathogenic mutations are very rare in patients with SPG11 (Denora et al., 2009a) , and they may represent polymorphisms or nucleotide changes determining an alteration in the splice consensus site, e.g. for the p.Arg945Glyfs*5 and the p.Arg815Met mutations Crimella et al., 2009; Denora et al., 2009a) . We identified a novel missense change (p.Gln2333Arg) predicted in silico to cause an alteration in the splice site; however, we could not test this effect on mRNA from living cells. A second missense variation, p.Asn169Ile, was not previously reported as polymorphism, but its possible pathogenic mechanism remains to be elucidated ( Supplementary Fig.  1A ). We hypothesized that this missense change represents a rare polymorphism in linkage disequilibrium with a second pathogenic mutation not yet identified, as it has demonstrated for the recurrent p.Val2053Met variation, also present in one of our patients with SPG11 in association with the p.Met245Valfs*2 mutation.
As compared with cases with SPG11, that were predominantly compound heterozygous, the SPG15 cases were mostly caused by homozygous private mutations, indicating a predominant effect of consanguinity. Up to date, all described SPG15/ZFYVE26 variants were truncating mutations. We identified the first missense variant (p.Ile508Asn) in two homozygous affected siblings. Segregation analysis in the family and the analysis of a large control population supported the hypothesis of a disease-causing mutation; however, in the absence of additional elements in favour of its pathogenicity, this variant should be considered as a putative mutation.
At clinical examination, the phenotype of SPG11 and SPG15 patients was mostly indistinguishable: learning difficulties or mental retardation in childhood was the first symptom in the great majority of the cases, followed by the appearance, during the second or third decades, of walking difficulties and progressive spasticity Denora et al., 2009a, b; Schü le et al., 2009) . Maculopathy, cerebellar ataxia and peripheral neuropathy were not constant features, whereas cognitive impairment, thin corpus callosum and white matter abnormalities represent the Genotypes-phenotypes in complex AR-SPGs Brain 2014: 137; 1907 -1920 | 1917 most typical findings (Elleuch et al., 2007; Hanein et al., 2008) . Extrapyramidal signs were observed only in four patients with SPG15. Levodopa-responsive parkinsonism has been described as the first symptom of the disease both in patients with SPG11 and with SPG15; however, in our cases, the extrapyramidal signs were observed during the course of the disease, always associated with the typical signs of SPG (Anheim et al., 2009; Paisá n-Ruiz et al., 2010; Schicks et al., 2011; Mallaret et al., 2014) .
In this study, electrophysiological investigations demonstrated motor axonal neuropathy in $60% of cases with SPG11 and 70% of cases with SPG15. Cases with SPG11 presented a predominant involvement of lower limbs, whereas those with SPG15 showed a more widespread axonal motor neuropathy, equally involving upper and lower limbs (Fig. 2, Supplementary Tables 1  and 2 ). Spontaneous activity at EMG needle examination was also present in a small percentage of both cases with SPG11 and with SPG15. The evidence of involvement of both upper and lower motor neuron may conform to the possible diagnosis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS). The hypothesis that SPG11/ KIAA1840 could be an ALS-causative gene has been supported by the finding of mutations in families with autosomal recessive slowly progressive ALS, thus widening the clinical spectrum of SPG11 (Orlacchio et al., 2010) . We also performed a genetic screening in a series of 47 cases with ALS (eight sporadic, and 39 with autosomal recessive inheritance), presenting a disease duration of 1.8 years (range 1-9 years), and including both juvenile and adult late-onset cases. In our series of patients with ALS we did not find SPG11/KIAA1840 gene mutations (personal communication).
Interestingly, we found, three unrelated cases associated with novel SPG35/FA2H gene variants. SPG35 was mapped to chromosome 16q21-q23, in an Omani family with autosomal recessive hereditary SPG, intellectual disability, seizures and leukodystrophy (Dick et al., 2008) . The disease gene, FA2H, encodes the enzyme fatty acid 2-hydroxylase that catalyses the 2-hydroxylation of membrane myelin lipids. SPG35/FA2H mutations were found in several families with infantile onset progressive spasticity, dystonia, cognitive deterioration, cerebellar signs, leukodystrophy, thin corpus callosum and brain iron accumulation (Edvardson et al., 2008; Dick et al., 2010; Kruer et al., 2010; Cao et al., 2013) . Our cases with SPG35 presented atypical characteristics with respect to the previous cases, with clinical and radiological signs partially overlapping those of the SPG11-SPG15 cohort. The most obvious clinical differences observed in our cases with SPG35 were the presence of cerebellar atrophy at brain MRI and the late onset disease in three of four subjects. Only two late-onset SPG35 cases, from a single family, have been reported so far, and they showed cerebral and cerebellar atrophy, but neither iron accumulation nor white matter abnormalities (Tonelli et al., 2012) . In our cases with SPG35 we found both thin corpus callosum and white matter hyperintensities, severe cerebellar atrophy and no brain iron accumulation. In FA2H related-disorders it has been hypothesized that disease severity may be influenced by the residual enzyme activity. Thus, truncating mutations could be associated with severe manifestations, whereas a missense mutation causes a milder phenotype (Edvardson et al., 2008; Dick et al., 2010; Kruer et al., 2010) . In our small group of patients with SPG35, however, we could not confirm this type of genotype-phenotype correlation. In fact, the young patient presenting the symptoms in early childhood, carried a homozygous missense variant (p.Gly46Asp), and the SPG35 families with late onset disease, carried missense and truncating FA2H variants.
In our study, we also observed peculiar phenotypes in two novel cases associated with SPG48/AP5Z1 gene variants. At present, only one SPG48 French family has been described (Slabicki et al., 2010) . These patients presented with late-onset SPG, normal brain MRI and white matter changes only in the spinal cord. One of our patients with SPG48 was a 5-year-old child carrying a homozygous p. Arg206Trp missense variant, and presenting a clinical and MRI phenotype completely overlapping with that of the SPG11-SPG15 patients. The second case with SPG48 was a 51-year-old female carrying two different nonsense variants (p.Arg138*; p. Trp441*), and also sharing most of typical SPG11-SPG15 features, except for a late disease onset and only mild cognitive deficit.
Also, we would like to remark on the large group of cases (51%) that were not genetically diagnosed in our cohort of patients. None of the cases were caused by mutation in SPG21/ ACP33 or in SPG54/DDHD2 genes. SPG21 (Mast syndrome) has been described, so far, only in Amish patients (Simpson et al., 2003) . Mutations in SPG54/DDHD2 gene, encoding one of the three mammalian intracellular phospholipases A1, have been recently identified in four families with complex autosomal recessive hereditary SPG with thin corpus callosum and periventricular white matter hyperintensity (Schuurs-Hoeijmakers et al., 2012) . The large group of non-diagnosed subjects suggests further genetic heterogeneity. During the course of the study, we progressively updated and expand our genetic screening by sequencing one-byone, in the chronological order of discovery, most of the new genes associated with the phenotypes of our patients. The use of more advanced gene screening techniques, such as the highthroughput sequencing platforms and whole-exome sequencing, could probably achieve a more successful ratio of genetic diagnosis, as demonstrated by the recent study of Novarino et al. (2014) . From the clinical point of view, our data confirm a consistent and indistinguishable clinical and radiological phenotype in patients with SPG11 and with SPG15 (independently of the type of mutation), and their relative frequencies among the group of the autosomal recessive hereditary SPGs. SPG35 and SPG48 genotypes are rare, and manifest with more variable age at onset and phenotypes. Common clinical features in this group of disorders not necessarily imply similar functions of the hereditary spastic paraplegia proteins (Fink, 2013) . Though, the protein encoded by the SPG48/AP5Z1 gene has been recently shown to interact and to co-localize with both SPG11 and SPG15 proteins (Hirst et al., 2013) , suggesting the possibility of related molecular and biochemical pathways.
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